AN APPEAL                           The Hague, Netherlands
                                        6th February 2006.


To,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
Bezuidenhoutseweg  67
P.O. Box 20061, 2500 EA Den Haag..
. 
Your Excellency,
The Royal Government of Bhutan’s respect to the inherited rights and freedoms of the Lhosampa  people has been deteriorating since late 80s. The strategy of the present regime of Bhutan to alien its citizens from their basic human rights by eliminating them out of the country had a human cataclysm that disturbed peaceful coexistence in South Asia. Bhutan has forcibly exiled about 20% of its citizens since 1990 as a formal measure to dissolve any element opposing to the absolute monarchy. As a result, more than 100,000 Lhosampa refugees have been stranded in the UNHCR administered refugee camps in Nepal over the last 15 years. About 30,000 refugees are living outside the camps in India and Nepal. 

Bhutan’s dubious motives to render these Lhosampa people stateless through ethnic cleansing, has been apparent from its strategies that:

I. Revised citizenship law of 1958 to the citizenship act 1985 including vague measures to deliberately revoke the citizenship of those who were naturalised as Bhutanese under 1958 Citizenship law. Thus the Lhosampa’s citizenship status was down graded to 7 categories and then exiled one after another. Lhosampa
minorities, matured to receive the citizenship by birth are denied of citizenship.
II. Declared the supporters of democratic movement and their relatives as “Ngolop” or the ‘anti-national traitors’ and forced them out of the country. Those resisting against such a strategy are still in prison. 
III. Formulated the so-called ‘voluntary migration’ under which the Lhosampas were forced to sign under duress and leave Bhutan immediately.
IV. Halted every development programmes in the six southern districts, closed down schools, hospitals, communication etc. and deployed the Royal Bhutan Army in the villages. Organised rapes, arbitrary detention, plunder and intimidation followed to hound out the innocent people. The development activities in the South have not been reopened fully. A few schools and health centres restarted are used exclusively for the children of military and the resettled Northerners only.
V. Introduced greenbelt policy, Ngalong’s etiquette-Diglamnamza, Survey system, route permit, Police Clearance/no objection certificate, language policy etc. that facilitated mass discrimination. 

In the light of these facts, one can realize that the ruling elite have been pursuing ethnic cleansing measures to eliminate the Lhosampa's from the  kingdom. The Amnesty International in its reports: Forcible Exile has condemned the forcible exile as a formal measure the government has adopted to suppress the democratic movement. Since the Lhosampas were forced to leave their country not because of a civil war, foreign intervention or natural calamity, which entitle them to a voluntary return upon restoration of previous situation, the refugee crisis will not be solved unless the donor agencies and the international communities make Bhutan accept its citizens back.

After fifteen years in exile the Bhutanese government has shown no real efforts to repatriate its citizens. They continue to remain in the refugee camps where the situation is increasingly degrading due to the prolonged waiting and the drastic cuts in the supply of the basic facilities has further worsened the condition of the people. The education sector has not been able to maintain the quality of education supposedly due to the financial constraints. The sudden halt of supplying panel roofs and green vegetables and the repeated announcement made by the funding agencies to further cut of the essential items such as kerosene and other items has frustrated the refugees. We are terribly afraid that if the situations in the refugee camps remains same for some time then frustrated youths could be lured by the neighbouring terrorists groups and may get encouraged to take up arms to start a violent movement against Bhutan. Such future bloodshed in Bhutan can only be avoided if donor countries like that of Netherlands could act in time both by putting pressure to Bhutan to take its citizen back and also by asking UNHCR to continue supplying enough food, fuels and other basic neccesities to the refugees living in the camps in Nepal untill the problem is durably resolved
 At the same time, the sufferings of the people inside the country under the despotic rule of the present government are equally being left unheard and unnoticed by the world community. 

The bilateral efforts made by the governments of Bhutan and Nepal have failed to yield desired results. The verification and the categorization exercises of the Khudunabari camp were atrocious with such fallacies as: young children categorized as criminals, parents categorized as non Bhutanese while their children were categorized as Bhutanese were all too common. The Bhutanese government has used its evil design to divide refugees into four categories as:-

1. Bhutanese who migrated voluntarily. The trick used thereby is to brand as non-Bhutanese since under the Bhutanese law, emigration forfeits Bhutanese citizenship, much in contrary to international law which otherwise must insure the nationality of another country before emigration is approved. Beside that the vast majority of the refugees were forced to sign 'Voluntary Migrations Forms' under duress before leaving the country. The government has retained these forms. 
2. Non-Bhutanese. The government of Bhutan claims that the majority of people in the camps did not come from Bhutan but are local Nepalis or Indians taking advantage of refugee subsistence.
3. Bhutanese who have done criminal acts. This includes those Bhutanese who have participated in political and human rights activities. 
4. Bona fide Bhutanese, who can prove the evidence that they are forcibly evicted. While Bhutan has conscripted all the documents what so ever before they were evicted, documentation to Bhutan’s conditions are not possible. Bhutan claims falsely that the refugees holding Bhutanese citizenship documents are as ‘forged’. 
These conditions for categorization clearly expose Bhutan’s concoction of rendering these refugees statelessness. Holding bilateral talks appeared as the tactics of Bhutan only to continue luring more grant aid.


India having a unique and powerful role in the region and Bhutan's largest donor has not yet shown real interest to get involved in solving the problem.  On several occasions the government of India has blocked the repeated attempts made by the refugees to return home through the same route they entered Nepal. Similarly, they  have made every effort on their capacity to seek honest intervention from the world community, but despite all the efforts, they continue to be ignored and neglected, and remain in the state of absolute statelessness without any identity and consequently facing the uncertainty of their future.


The reports from Southern districts say that the data collected during the verification process during 2001 in a refugee camp in Nepal has been used to further harass the concerned relatives of the refugees who are still living in Bhutan. Lhosampas are treated in Bhutan as slaves, legally discriminated and held in constant suppression and persecution. Royal Bhutan Army still occupies school buildings and development infrastructures that has been closed down in the six Southern districts since 1990. The Lhosthampa children are denied admission to few schools that are reopened. The government passed a law that prohibited Lhosampa children who were accommodated by their relatives to go to school in other parts of the country. People are suffering from untold man made calamities. The fear of unfounded persecution and the restrictions against the right to freedom of opinion and expression forbids anybody to speak out and let anyone know their plights. 
Beside that the government has been resettling the Northern Drukpa in the lands of the Lhosthampa refugees, ignoring the recommendations of the Habitat International to stop violating its obligation as State of Origin. The motive behind could be to ignite ethnic clash in case in future the government is compelled to accept the refugees back. This will lead to exodus once again, accomplishing its strategy to reduce the population of Lhosthampa's forever from the country. 
The recently drafted constitution at the behest of the king, is self evident to constitutionally deprive the Lhosampa’s rights and freedoms as its drafting committee did not include even a single representation from the Lhotshampa communities. Lhosampas are still dark about the content of the drafted constitution as more then 80% of them cannot read Dzongkha and English. Government did not feel it necessary to publish it in Nepali language (almost all lhosampas can read and understand) the language of lhosampas.
 All the lhosampas who have relations with the people living in the UNHCR camps in Nepal are disqualified according to the said constitution to participate in any future democratic process. In the recently concluded nation wide local election to elect the village headman (Gup) almost all the Lhosthampa's candidates were arbitrarily made disqualified to stand for the election because almost all of them are one way or the other related with people living in the refugee camps in Nepal. Though 90% of the southern Bhutan still constitute Bhutanese of Nepali origin their representation in the National and local bodies is almost made zero. 

 Bhutan has been gravely violating almost all the rights and freedoms enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, Rights of the Child and the international conventions. Recent talks of democratic changes in the country has meaningless effects on Lhosthampa's communities both living as refugees in Nepal and inside the country. The constitution was drafted in such a manner that tries to exclude Lhosampa refugees and their relatives inside Bhutan  permanently out of the democratic processes that follows after its promulgation in 2008. Such constitution could bring more discriminations and injustice to the southern Bhutanese as its provisions level all of them as criminals (everybody who talks against king and the government according to present law are criminal) and such people are prohibited to participate to the future democratic processess.


In the light of the above, and for the justice to give a chance, we, on behalf of the Lhosampa of Bhutan humbly appeal Bhutan’s development partner countries like that of Netherlands  to consider to: 

1. assert human rights pre-conditions such as to respect and observe the rights and freedoms as enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, UN Conventions on the Rights of the Child, Women and, Minorities Rights while granting economic aid to Bhutan, and control that the aid is distributed for the general welfare of the people irrespective of their race, religion, region and ethnic background etc. 

2. urge Bhutan to review its legislations to ensure that they are consistent with the fundamental principles of international law and UN conventions, particularly to withdraw the Revised Citizenship Act 1985 and refrain from racial discriminatory practices.

3. ask Bhutan to constitute a well represented constituent assembly, by firstly allowing the political parties and human rights organisations to function from within the country to render a healthy and balanced debate over each clauses of the draft constitution in order to build truly democratic constitution. Funding to establish various constitutional bodies should not be committed without ensuring that such bodies are constituted by relevently qualified person having a high sense of integrity and equality.

4. ask Bhutan to respect and fulfil the recommendations of the Amnesty International; AI Index: ASA 14/001/2002, recommendations of the Habitat International Coalition on Resettlement on Lands of the Bhutanese Refugees and the Resolutions of the European Parliament. 

5. urge Bhutan to reconsider its policy and ensure that refugees in category I,II and IV can return to Bhutan with full citizenship rights and are able to resume their lives as full and participating citizens of the society and also to be able to enjoy full human rights protections. A key assurances the Bhutanese refugees are to able to return to their original homes and properties in Bhutan.

6. urge Bhutan to resume verification process in the remaining camps expeditiously and concurrently, on the basis of only two categories- Bhutanese and non Bhutanese. The criteria for verification should be clear and transparent.

6. urge  Bhutan to accept the involvement of an independent international third party to monitor the verification and repatriation of the Bhutanese refugee. The UNHCR, given its unique mandate to provide international protection to refugees and to seek solutions to refugee problems is the most preferred agency as an independent third party for the Bhutanese refugee.


Your Excellency, it is an honest request of the people of Bhutan to kindly use your diplomatic influence to steer and encourage Bhutan towards recognising and respecting the above stated recommendations in order to render justice for the Bhutanese people please.

Please accept Excellency the assurances of our highest considerations.



With prayers



Mr. Ram Bahadur Karki Chhetri
Acting Co-ordinator
Bhutanese Community (The Netherlands)
Pijnacker Hordijkstraat 44
2593HE  The Hague
Netherlands
Tel- 0031-070-3355652
Mobile- 0031-0613259377
E-mail :- karkiram90@hotmail.com
www.bhootan.org






